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Being Diversified is Hard 

Historically, owning a diversified portfolio has delivered attractive long-term returns at a lower volatility than holding 

either an individual security or fund. That being said, be under no illusion, holding a properly diversified portfolio is far 

from easy!  

We will look at why in more detail but first, consider the graphic below which shows the annual returns for each major 

asset class over the last four years: 
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The above chart demonstrates how widely asset class performance can fluctuate from year to year which almost 

always makes predicting the top-performing asset class a fruitless task. Although we have only included four years in 

our chart, the further you go back the less obvious any trend becomes.  In our eyes, predicting the next best sector 

requires more luck than skill! Alternatively, by holding a well-balanced mix of these asset classes, an investor can avoid 

the “all or nothing” approach and produce a smoother, less volatile return. 

All of the above seems simple, so why is being diversified is so difficult? Consider the following: 

1) The overall performance of your portfolio will always be worse than the best-performing asset class within it. 

It is natural to compare your portfolio to its best-performing component and therefore the returns will often 

seem mediocre in comparison. 

2) Your portfolio will always fall short of returns achieved by this month’s star fund manager, rallying currency 

or hot stock.  

3) You will always dislike something you hold in your portfolio. Take the year 2015 from the chart above when 

you would undoubtedly have been disappointed with gold and wished you had instead held more Japanese 

equities. Fast forward to 2016 and gold returned 28%! 

4) You will always wish you had held more of the good stuff. Looking back, it is easy to say what you should or 

should not have held and you will always wish you held more of the best performing area of your portfolio – 

that is just human nature. 
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5) The portion of your portfolio you love the most can quickly become the one you hate. The years 2013 and 2014 

demonstrate this well. During 2013, European equities would have been a favourite in any portfolio returning 

22%. In 2014 the picture was much different and the same sector delivered a subpar -0.92%, quickly falling 

down the league table of performance.  

All of the above reasons make it harder to hold a diversified portfolio. If not managed correctly, this can lead to making 

changes in a quest to chase last year’s best performer(s) rather than sticking to your long term goal.  

At Taylor Money we are aware of all of these factors. Instead of chasing returns, we adopt a disciplined approach by 

recognising the above points and helping you to stick to the plan. We believe strongly in our investment process and, 

although there might be points along your investment journey where small changes to allocations need to be made, 

we remain committed to our process and believe that being disciplined, rather than making changes for changes’ sake 

or based on short-term noise, will ultimately deliver more consistent outcomes for you.  

Unfortunately, 99% of the time, picking the perfect portfolio is only possible in hindsight. Instead, we focus on ensuring 

that your portfolio is suitable for your objectives and risk tolerance. This, along with ensuring you understand why your 

portfolio holds the various investments it does, means you are more likely to stick with a properly diversified portfolio. 

Ultimately this will ensure that you participate in long-term growth wherever it occurs in the market, rather than 

switching or jumping out when short-term market weakness strikes.  

So how did a diversified portfolio perform? 
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Annual total return in GBP based on calendar years. The returns from the diversified portfolio above is for illustrative purposes only. It does not take 

into account risk profile, the cost of investment, income, injections of capital or withdrawals made. 

As you would expect, performance falls somewhere in the middle of the chart. Yes, you would have missed out on some 

of the big numbers at the top of the chart but, most importantly, you also avoided some of the painful negative 

performance at the bottom which might have resulted in you abandoning your long-term strategy.  


